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POSITIONING ON THE DYNAMIC EARTH
POZICIONIRANJE NA DINAMIČNOJ ZEMLJI
Yüksel Altiner
ABSTRACT

SAŽETAK

Increasing mobility of people and goods, as
well as the rapid growth of users of mobile
devices with positioning services expands
constantly the need for geospatial information.
Today, the challenge for suppliers and users or
sellers and buyers is how to use this
information to identify and accelerate
profitable measures in public and private
affairs like security, environment, resource,
disaster and transportation or risk assessment
for industry and insurers. In this context,
georeferencing of geoinformation is the key
instrument to visualise the location of events of
interest.
This paper deals with the background of
spatial reference for precise positioning on the
dynamic Earth and focuses on the ETRS89
regarding applications in real-estate cadaster
and similar services provided by the official
authorities.

Povećanje mobilnosti ljudi i roba, kao i brz
rast korisnika mobilnih uređaja sa uslugama
pozicioniranja, stalno povećava potrebu za
geoprostornim informacijama. Danas je izazov
za dobavljače i korisnike ili prodavce i kupce
kako koristiti ove informacije kako bi
identifikovali i ubrzali profitabilne mjere u
javnim i privatnim poslovima kao što su
sigurnost, okolina, resursi, katastrofe i
transport ili procjena rizika za industriju i
osiguranje.
U
ovom
kontekstu,
georeferenciranje geoinformacije je ključni
instrument za vizualizaciju lokacije događaja
od interesa.
Ovaj rad se bavi pozadinom prostorne
reference za precizno pozicioniranje na
dinamičnoj Zemlji i fokusira se na ETRS89 u
vezi sa aplikacijama u katastru nekretnina i
sličnim uslugama koje pružaju zvanične vlasti.

Keywords: dynamic Earth, spatial reference,
ETRS89

Ključne riječi: dinamička Zemlja, prosorna
referenca, ETRS89

1 INTRODUCTION
The number of dimension (manifold) of the position of an object on the Earth's surface reflects
human’s geometrically perception of the world. Geometry that we use to illustrate the universe,
or the world, is available in three variants which primarily differ in the kind of handling Euclid's
“parallel postulate” (Greenberg, 1993). In Euclidean geometry, there is exactly one parallel to a
line l through a point P that is located outside of this line. In hyperbolic geometry from
Lobachevsky, there is more than one parallel through the point P to line l (Cannon et al., 1997).
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And, in elliptic geometry, which is also known as Riemannian space, there is no parallel. The
space-time geometry of Minkowski, which is used in Einstein’s special relativity theory,
includes the time in addition to spatial coordinates (Minkowski, 1910; Greenberg, 1993;
Mohayan, 2013).
The world is actually a physically curved surface. For definition of position on a physically
curved surface we embed, at least in satellite geodesy, the Riemannian space into the Euclidean
space. According to the law of embedding, a -dimensional Riemannian space can be locally
embedded (the embedding of infinitesimal arcs) into a -dimensional Euclidean space, if the
requirement
1
2
is satisfied (Klingbeil, 1993). Following the formula given above, for embedding the 2dimensional Riemannian space (eg., as geodetic Latitude and longitude) the Euclidean space
must have a minimum dimension of 3 (e.g., as Cartesian coordinates X, Y, and Z). In general, in
the field of satellite geodesy, the position of the points is represented by the embedding of twodimensional manifolds of Riemannian space into the three-dimensional Euclidean space.
The era of satellite geodesy began with the reception of the signal of the Russian satellite
Sputnik on the surface of the Earth on 4 October 1957. This was the first artificial satellite ever
to move in space around the Earth. Today, there are several satellite-constellations which
provide services for positioning and timing (Figure 1). In general, the definition of the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) includes any constellation of artificial satellites covering a
global or regional area to provide a service for location, navigation and timing. Each of the
satellite constellations such as GPS (Global Positioning System) constitutes a single GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System), while two or more individual GNSS together form a
multi-GNSS (https://www.gps.gov/).

Figure 1. The figure shows the important stages of the multi satellite constellations (American Doppler
and GPS, Russian GLONASS, European Galileo, and Chinese BeiDou) for positioning and timing from
1958 to 2020.
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2 DYNAMIC EARTH
he Earth changees its shape and volume trough the internal andd external forcess that act on it.
Th
Th
he effects of tthe external forrces are mainlyy resulting from
m the planetaryy gravitational
atttraction, atmosppheric and ocean
nic loadings, oceeanic streams, w
winds, and from melting
m
of ice.
Th
he internal forcces that act on the Earth are mainly arisingg from the movvement of the
litthospheric platess (Figure 2).

Fiigure 2. The internnal and external fo
orces create elasticc and plastic deform
mations on the Earrth.

Until 100 years aggo, a group of reesearchers believved that the Eartth's crust is firm
mly anchored to
itss foundation annd therefore no migration of thhe large ground mass takes plaace in tectonic
ev
vents. A group of these so-callled fixists also started from a shrinking Eartth (contraction
hy
ypothesis). Accoording to the con
ntraction hypotheesis of Elie de B
Beaumont the Eaarth had slowly
co
ooled and as a result of this it had
h contracted, and
a so its solid crust buckled upp from time to
tim
me. The populaar analogue has been that of thee wrinkling skinn of a drying appple (Oldroyd,
19
996, p. 170-171)). With the Alfreed Wegener's drrift theory at the beginning of thhe 20th century
th
he era of mobilistts began (Wegen
ner, 1929). The discovery of thee mid-ocean ridgge finally led to
th
he theory of platee tectonics (Figu
ure 3). The theoryy of plate tectonics is independently developed
by
y Dan McKenziee (McKenzie and Parker 1967) and
a Jason Morgan (1968). Dan McKenzie and
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Ro
obert Parker aree the first scientiists who used thhe term “plate tecctonics” in printt in their paper
th
hat described seissmic activity aro
ound the Pacific Ocean (Tomecekk, 2009).
he theory of platte tectonics statees that the Earthh consists of a soolid core. Arounnd the core is a
Th
liq
quid matter (asthhenosphere) whiich generates connvection streamss at a rate of 3 too 5 cm per year
an
nd brings the overlying tectonic plates (lithosphheric plates) in m
motion (Figure 2). The tectonic
pllates form the ouutermost layer off the Earth and are
a about 50 to 1550 km thick. Thee Earth surface
is made up of aboout eight large and
a a dozen smaall tectonic platees (Sclater and Frankel, 1992;
omecek, 2009; O
Oreskes 2018). The
T forces movinng the lithospherric plates can bee classified into
To
tw
wo groups. One group consists of those forces acting on the w
whole plate. These forces arise
fro
om convection sstreams in the upper
u
mantle. Thhe second group consists of the forces that act
on
n the boundariess of the plates. At
A the mid-oceannic ridge hot maagnetic materials emerge, cool
do
own after contacct with water an
nd form new roocks, spreading tthe ocean floor apart. By this
sp
preading the plattes are shifted on
o their boundariies and begin too move. The forcces subducting
th
he plates also bellong to the second group. Basedd on these two tyypes of forces thhe plates move
in
n three differentt ways: converg
gent, divergent and
a strike-slip. As a result of these motions
en
nergy is releasedd, the magnitudee of which depennds on the size aand thickness off the plates and
on
n the kind of motions (Fowler, 1990; Altiner andd Seeger, 1993).
ontrary to the statement of th
he plate tectoniics theory whicch states that thhe Earth crust
Co
deeformations takee place at the ed
dges of the plates but the innerr part remains sttable, in many
pllaces on the worrld internal platee deformations are observed. T
This weakness off the theory of
pllate tectonics in turn leads to ex
xplain the intendded purpose of thhe theory, since this statement
ex
xpresses why an earthquake occu
urs (Fowler, 19990).

Alfred Wegener's drift theory the eraa of mobilists began.
Fiigure 3. With the A
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3 SPATIAL REFERENCE
To delineate the location of the point fields and their temporal variations on the dynamic Earth
we need a dynamic reference system. A reference system defines a coordinate system in a
theoretical form, whereas a reference frame is the realisation of this system on the basis of a set
of coordinates of points. The global terrestrial reference system (ITRS) is a dynamic system. It
defines not only the coordinates of the stations at a certain epoch, but also their temporal
variations, namely their velocities (Koenig 2018). The International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF) is the realisation of an ITRS based on a set of coordinates of certain physical
stations (Geodetic Network). The benefit of a global dynamic reference frame lies mainly in the
global and homogeneous coordinate accuracy. Thus, a comparison of the coordinates beyond
the territorial or tectonic plate boundaries becomes possible. On the other hand, a dynamic
reference frame, where the coordinates of stations changes over time due to plate tectonics and
internal distortions of plates, complicates the applications in cadastral and land surveying
(Figure 4). Those complications require the existence of a reference frame for practical usage,
where the temporal variations of the point fields are modeled in this reference frame in advance.
This is why the idea of establishing the ETRS89 (European Terrestrial Reference System 1989)
evolved.

Figure 4. The downside of global ITRF solutions is the change in station coordinates over time.
In the 80's, accurate positioning through satellite measurements became increasingly popular
due to precise accuracy and cost-effectiveness. At that time the ED50 (European Datum 1950)
served as the unified European Triangulation Network (RETrig) in Europe which was in
establishment since the 1950s (Adam et al., 2000; Torge, 2001). Later, the ED87 (European
Datum 1987) was determined for Western European countries through readjustment of all firstorder triangulation nets including electromagnetic distance measurements, VLBI, satellite laser
ranging, and Doppler observations (Poder and Hornik, 1989). The ED87 was more homogenous
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than ED50, but not applied in surveying, while ED50 was introduced in several countries, and
served as the NATO military system until the 1990s (Torge, 2001).
At the end of the 80s, increasing mobility of people and goods has strongly raised the need for a
uniform map based on a global or regional geodetic reference frame. CERCO (Comité
Européen des Responsables de la Cartographie Officielle), established in 1980, was a forum of
the National Mapping Agencies (NMA) of Europe for information exchange and product
integration between its members. In 1991, the permanent technical group MEGRIN (Multipurpose European Ground Related Information Network) was initiated by CERCO for
providing of metadata and creating harmonised digital datasets. On 1.1.2001, CERCO and
MEGRIN fused into the new organization “EuroGeographics” (Muggenhuber, 2000;
Moellering et al., 2005).
Companies in a variety of fields are urging the authorities to provide such maps to meet the
constantly expanding challenges of their business areas in logistic, transportation, aviation, etc.,
because ED50 and ED87 in terms of accuracy did not meet the necessary positioning
requirements. As a consequence to the demands of the companies and authorities, the IAG
(International Association for Geodesy) at its General Assembly in Vancouver in August 1987
formed a new subcommission (EUREF) to continue the work of RETrig (Réseau Européen des
Triangulations) and to establish a European reference frame using the methods of space
techniques. One month later, CERCO at its Plenary Assembly in Athens formed the CERCO
Working group VIII (WG VIII) and Hermann Seeger from IfAG (Institute for Applied
Geodesy, Frankfurt am Main; now Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy) became the
president of this working group (Adam et al., 1999).
In 1988, a joint meeting of both groups (EUREF and CERCO) was held in Munich to discuss
the requirements and to set up the steps necessary to realise the European Reference Frame
(EUREF). A steering committee was established to prepare and execute the EUREF-GPSCampaign (Seeger et al., 1998; Adam et al., 1999). The EUREF Campaign in 1989 was the
first large GPS campaign ever performed in Europe, at which the author has also participated as
an observer with Dieter Sucker from the Geodetic Institute of the University of Bonn at the
VLBI-station Medicina in Italy. The network of 93 stations has been observed in two phases (A
and B) using 69 dual frequency receivers of different types (21 Texas Instrument TI 4100, 29
Trimble 4000SLD (SXD), 15 Wild Magnavox WM-102, and 4 Minimac 2816). Each
observation phase took 6 days with a daily window of 5 hours (Phase A (61 sites) from May 16
to May 21, 1989 and Phase B (55 sites) from May 23 to May 28, 1989). 26 overlapping sites
have been observed during both phases (Seeger et al., 1998).
The first realisation of the ETRS89 was derived from the European sub-set of the SLR and
VLBI sites of ITRS89 (Boucher and Altamimi 1991) because the tectonics of the Eurasian Plate
is examined in relation to the ITRS. The ETRS89 coincides with the ITRS89 in the epoch 1989
and is fixed on the solid part of the Eurasian plate (Boucher and Altamimi, 1991). The reference
ellipsoid for the geographic ellipsoidal coordinates of ETRS89 is the GRS80 (Geodetic
Reference System 1980). The geodetic reference sites of the EUREF-campaign in 1989
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mentioned
m
above subsequently seerved as a realissation of the ET
TRS89 to set upp a network of
peermanent stationns with long-terrm stability andd precise coordiinates covering the European
co
ontinent. After 1989, the quantity
y of stations withhin the EUREF-network was exttended through
th
he GPS campaiggns in European
n countries (Figgure 5). Owing to the quality assessment
a
the
geeodetic referencee sites are classiffied into three cllasses (http://ww
ww.epncb.oma.bee/):
• Class A: Stations with a coordinate accuracy of 1 cm independennt of epoch –
permanennt GNSS-station
ns of the EUREF
F network,
• Class B: Stations with a coordinate accuuracy of 1 cm at a specific epochh – Stations of
nce 1993,
the GNSS-campaigns sin
• Class C: Stations with a coordinate accurracy at 5 cm of a specific epoch..

Fiigure 5. The densification of the EU
UREF-network throough GPS campaiigns in Europe froom 1988 to 1999
(S
Seeger et al., 1998;; Adam et al., 1999
9).

4 GEODETIC
C NETWORK
KS FOR GE
EOREFEREN
NCING
or spatially refferencing geoinfformation (georreferencing) we need a geodeetic coordinate
Fo
reeference system which defines the
t constants and parameters neeeded for uniqueely referencing
th
he spatial inform
mation in space as a set of coorrdinates (ISO 19111:2007). Acccording to the
Directive 2007/2/E
EC of the Europ
pean Parliament and
a of the Council adopted on 14 March 2007,
he ETRS89 is thee datum of infraastructure for Sppatial Informationn in the Europeaan Community
th
(IN
NSPIRE) in areas within its geo
ographical scopee, or the datum of the ITRS or other geodetic
co
oordinate referennce systems com
mpliant with ITR
RS in areas thatt are outside thee geographical
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sccope of ETRS889 (https://inspirre.ec.europa.eu/)). For the vertiical componentt on land, the
Eu
uropean Verticaal Reference Sysstem (EVRS) shhall be used to eexpress gravity-rrelated heights
within
w
its geograpphical scope. The main conceppt of the INSPIR
RE is the standdardisation and
haarmonisation off spatial data seets on the basiss of a common definition that applies to all
member
m
countriess of the European
n Union (Figure 6).

Fiigure 6. The main goal of the INSPIIRE is the standarddisation and harmoonisation of spatiaal data sets using
a common definitioon to make them interoperable in arreas within the geographical scope of the European
Un
nion.

Geodetic networkks form the basis of a spatial refeerence for georefferencing of geoinformation. A
geeodetic networkk includes permaanent reference stations, the cooordinates of which
w
serve for
offficial surveyingg, e. g. cadastree and land surveeying. Hence, thhe coordinates of
o the stations
within
w
a geodetic network are to be
b permanently maintained to reetain the accuraccy requirement
in
n the field of official implementaations.
he first realisatioon of the ETRS
S89 on the territtory of Germanyy has been perfoormed in 2001
Th
(E
ETRS89/DREF91) and updated in 2002 and 20016 due to tectoonics as well ass technical and
model
m
developmeents (Lindstrot, 1999; Altiner 20005 and 2018). Thhus, a modern sppatial reference
was
w established foor maintenance of
o the infrastructture and for georreferencing of geoinformation,
an
nd for official laand surveying ass well. The nextt update of the E
ETRS89/DREF991 in Germany
will
w take place in 2020, where for processing datta from European
an GALILEO wiill also be used
in
n addition to thee data of Amerrican GPS and Russian GLON
NASS. Today, thhe ETRS89 is
maintained
m
and m
monitored through
h the precise ET
TRS89-coordinattes and GNSS obbservation data
off a network of m
more than 200 permanent operatting GNSS obseerving stations distributed
d
over
th
he European conttinent (http://ww
ww.epncb.oma.bee/).
Geodetic networkk, base-map an
nd cadastral ovverlay are the three basic sttructures of a
multipurpose
m
cadaaster (Figure 7). The origin of thhe modern cadaster concept was formed during
th
he 8th and 9th centuries in Europe
E
fundameentally for taxaation and fiscall purposes. A
multipurpose
m
caddaster may be considered
c
as a part of a geoggraphic informattion system of
sp
patially referenceed information or
o data (U. S. Nattional Research Council, 1983).
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Th
he cadastral oveerlay gives a legal status to caadastral parcels giving a uniquee identification
nu
umber and includding the coordin
nates of property corners.

Fiigure 7. Geodetic nnetwork is an esseential for the officiial surveying.
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